TraderExercise #2
Bruce Weber, March 2010

Who moved my Alpha? – Assessing execution
quality in order book systems:
How should you handle instructions to buy or sell large quantities of shares in a
market? There is no simple answer. Trading decisions should reflect the fund
manager’s style – momentum, value, etc. – and the liquidity sources available –
e.g., order book, capital commitment, and auction.
In this case study, you will trade a large order in a single stock. You will be able
to assess measures of the quality of the outcome resulting from your trading
decisions. At the end, your execution prices will be compared to a few simple
benchmarks, and to the other participants. – Impediments to more effective
trading will become evident, and you will also identify the factors that can lead
to good trading outcomes.

For a fund manager, trading costs matter. And the more you trade, the more
transactions costs can eat into your investment returns. Consider these comments:


“We turn over often, so the transaction costs are much more meaningful to me – a
penny to me can translate to as much as one and a half per cent per year in return, so
we’re very careful about that stuff, and trying to get those costs lower.”
Head trader of a Chicago-based fund explaining that his firm’s high
portfolio turnover rate makes lower transaction costs crucial 1
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Traditionally, money managers told their brokers what buy and sell instructions they
wanted to execute for the portfolio(s) they were managing. The broker then made the
“micro-level” trading decisions on behalf of the client. After the trading activities were
completed, the broker would report back on the average trade price achieved. Few
alternative trading systems (ATSs) and multilateral trading facility (MTFs) were
available. Greater IT capability and “direct market access” (DMA) has changed this:
“It used to be impossible to not need a broker to do this kind of stuff – we’d give
them our orders and they’d work them. Now we have all this capability in-house,
because the price of computer connectivity has come down so much …” Head trader 2
With DMA alternatives today, investors can handle their own orders, entering,
updating, and canceling buy and sell orders. In an order-driven market, the basic order
types are market and limit orders, and a DMA participant sees the full “depth of book.”
The basic choices a trader has to make are timing, size of order, and type of order.
The Big Order
In TraderEx, the networked Order Driven mode will have a market display as shown
below. The fund manager indicated the previous day that they planned to add to the
stock’s weighting in the fund. Before the open, you are given an instruction to buy a
large quantity (you will be told the amount or it will display on your screen), to which the
fund manager added “I don’t want to overpay, and I may have more to buy in the
afternoon after I speak to an analyst.”
Performance
Once the full trade is completed, how have you done as a buy side trader? Volumeweighted average price (VWAP) is a common benchmark, and is computed as the ratio of
the dollar transaction volume to share volume over the trading horizon. To illustrate, if
three trades occur, 1,000 shares at 20.00, 5,000 shares at 20.50, and 10,000 shares at
21.00:
VWAP =
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20.00  1,000  20.50  5,000  21.00  10,000
= 20.78125
1,000  5,000  10,000

Ibid, Hedge Fund & Investment Technology, December 2004.
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VWAP is regarded as a good benchmark approximation of the price a patient
trader can achieve. Often, intraday or multiday VWAP measures are computed. When
you trade and when you reach the close, compare your average cost to VWAP. Did you
complete the full instruction? Is the day’s close above or below your average price? Did
your trading add value to the fund’s performance? Can you attribute the P&L at the close
to the trading desk and to the fund manager’s stock selection? We will return to these
questions in the post-trade assessment.

In this illustration, the trader, Greg, has a target position of 2,000 shares long (see
lower right of screen). He has bought 110 already (Net Position on lower left), and
therefore has 1,890 more to buy. As TraderExercise #1 demonstrated, market and limit
orders can be entered, and in this case the trader has placed limit orders at $19.90 for 15,
and $19.80 for 55. The red-X buttons to the left are for cancelling the orders.
After the first four user trades shown in the HISTORY table in the center, the
trader screen is as shown. Using market orders (enter a quantity and click on “BUY”)
and buy limit orders on the bid side of the book (click on the rectangle at the price level
you choose), Greg must accumulate the remaining 1,890 over the course of the
simulation.
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Greg has bought the first 110 at an average per share price of 20.00, which is the
VWAP of 20.00. However, Greg still has a substantial quantity to buy. The offer quote
in the book is 20.10, and our limit order to buy 15 at 19.90 is at the “top of the book.”
How does the trader know if he is trading effectively? Greg wants to complete
the instruction but keep his average purchase at or below VWAP. In addition, at the end
of the simulation, Greg’s completed order and his average purchase price will be
compared to the results achieved by the other traders in the market.
Proprietary Traders
In TraderEx’s networked Order Driven mode, some trading teams may be
instructed to play the role of proprietary traders. Prop traders will buy and sell to profit
from short-term price swings and opportunities. One approach, as shown in the market
display below, is to place limit orders to buy and to sell. The prop trader is seeking to
buy low and sell high. Good luck. But at the end he must return to a flat (zero) position
in the shares. At present, Bruce is long 1,124 and will generate a realized profit only if
he can sell for more than his average purchase price of $20.29.
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Post-Trade Assessment
The software will produce a LeaderBoard at the end that details the trading results
achieved. In the Leader Board below, 14 teams finished with a short position. Many of
these traders were instructed to sell 1,200. Of the teams that sold the full order, Jothmani
performed the best and sold at the highest price ($20.226 vs. $20.03 VWAP). In effect,
Jothmani has contributed about $0.20 to the Alpha of the fund manager she was selling
for.

Among the Prop Traders, the assessment criteria are to return to a position within
+/- 100, and to obtain a positive realized profit. Stefan in the Leader Board below earned
a closing mark-to-market profit of 341.6.
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Reflections on VWAP
Not everyone in the markets believes VWAP to be a good benchmark. How can
it be misused? What would you do as a trader if your bonus were a function of the
amount by which you beat a daily VWAP measure?

To be more concrete, what if you have 200,000 more to buy at 3:45 pm. The
market closes in 15 minutes, and the price in the market is $0.50 over VWAP. Do you
buy the last 200,000? How will the fund manager react if you only buy 700,000? Can
the last 200,000 wait for the next day?

Consider the following comments from senior traders:


“The biggest firms … think their trading operations are their competitive advantage,
that their traders can beat VWAP. Those firms are less inclined to use algorithms.”



“Though we always compare the VWAP of the market to the executing price, that’s
not what’s most important. For us, we look at pure market impact – the price we
manage to reach on the execution compared to the price at the beginning of the
execution ….”

Questions - Take notes during the simulation so you can answer these questions.
1. Record your closing position. Did you complete your instruction as a position trader
or as a prop trader? If not, explain why.
2. What was your trading strategy? At any point did you change your trading strategy?
When and why?
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3. Examine your closing P&L, your average transaction prices, and the VWAP for the
day. Explain why you did or did not beat VWAP.
At the top of the Leader Board are a GET DATA button and a LAUNCH CHARTS
button.

4. Click on Launch Charts to see a graphic display of the price changes over the
simulation. What positive or negative effects did price changes have on you?
5. Using Get Data, download the three spreadsheets containing the orders submitted to
the market, the trades that occurred and the P* changes. Do this, and graph the
prices, and your trades or your accumulating position over the day. What would you
do differently if you played again?
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